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Abstract 

We report the first results of a research program which has followed more than 400 

infant/parent cohorts who were enrolled in, and attended, continuous weekly/monthly 

developmental training programs conducted in Asia. Independent measures included 

regular use of a norm-standardised developmental assessment tool (ASQ, 2006), 

designed to reveal the developmental milestone attainment times for babies aged 6-33 

months of age, inclusively. Results showed elevated scorings for all behaviours 

measured, across each of five core developmental domains, in comparison to the 

published norms for age-matched babies born in the USA (p<0.01). More surprisingly, 

far higher numbers of ‘Advanced’ performing infants (p<0.001), and far fewer scoring 

consistent with ‘Delayed’ performance levels (p<0.001), were recorded after 10 

months of developmental achievement training program interaction in four Asian cities. 

Encouraging caution in supporting our current reliance upon the published normative 

samples of North American baby developmental achievements for individual child 

comparisons (as provided by the test publishers), our results suggest there to be a quite 

different profile of normative developmental abilities observable in China. Our results 

indicate both higher and faster growing ability rate measures to be now detectable 
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across the standard range of infant developmental performance domain indicators, 

and thus the need for Asia-Pacific region-specific norm-tables. 

 

 
Keywords: infant psychometrics, infant education, baby development, parenting, 

comparative psychology 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The literature concerned with the determination of comparative ability, 

and age-related milestone achievement performance measures in human babies 

and young infants reared in different parts of the world, has remained 

particularly elusive, and is certainly lacking in its use of any clear or consistent 

methodology. Indeed, with the notable exception of some ongoing research 

conducted with Asian-Indian baby populations within the context of ‘Healthy 

Baby Contests’ (Prajapathi, 1998; Kulkarni & Mohan, 1999), there has to date 

been no coherent comparative analysis of baby developmental milestone 

achievements (of cross-cultural significance), which makes any systematic use 

of norm-based internationally-recognised, standardised testing tools. In order to 

address the need to involve the parents of the babies participating in this study 

(see the second of the two study objectives, below), our choice of a norm-

referenced ‘typical ability’ test was necessarily limited (otherwise requiring 

significantly prohibitive testing times, and the presence of a certified 

professional clinical psychometrician). The outstanding exception presented 

itself in the form of an assessment test battery of measures known as the Ages 

and Stages Questionnaire (ASQ-II, Squires & Bricker, 2006), a relatively 

simple, yet effective indicator of both high and low levels of a wide range of 

critical developmental abilities. This non-clinical test is frequently used as a 

parent self-report screening tool prior to the use of professional composite 

testing (e.g., Bayley-III), as we would use more formally in clinical, 

educational and psychological research settings (Dickinson, Hui, & Zheng, 

2011). The ASQ-II norm-table comparisons as provided by the test Publisher 

are for North American (Caucasian and Hispanic) samples, and include 

separate entries for each of 5 ability achievement domains (Communication, 
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Gross Motor, Fine Motor, Problem Solving, and Socio-personal developmental 

milestones), with detailed norm-tables provided for each of ten 2-3 month age 

groupings (covering baby-infant ages from 4 to 40 Mths). 

Once the individual baby behaviour measurement tool for use in this 

study had been identified, the authors then set about designing an integrated 

assessment program of research which would achieve three principle 

functions. Firstly, to provide a comparative longitudinal measure of individual 

baby/infant’s rate(s) of developmental milestone achievements, using a 

standardised (norm-referenced) testing tool, which would allow comparison 

between the apparent ability attainments of newly born and developing Asian 

and American infants. Our second task was to provide an assessment tool 

which would both engage, and help educate, the parents of the babies who 

were being assessed. The third task was to be able (in real time) to provide 

critical developmental information concerning each individual baby’s relative 

strengths and weaknesses, across multiple behavioural performance domains, 

for the purpose of creating/optimising student-centred training class activity 

design and curriculum planning. 

 

 

 

Study objectives 

 

Having satisfied each of the three objectives as set out above, it was the 

aim of the current paper to then specifically address the following two research 

questions: Firstly, (1) might the ASQ baby milestone test battery allow not only 

the parent to measure, but also become increasingly engaged in the process of 

monitoring, understanding and promoting their baby’s growth? This hypothesis 

would be tested using analysis of parent’s continuing participation rates, and 

anecdotal reports. Secondly, (2) whether we could usefully compare the growth 

trajectory and perceived abilities of Asian and Western babies? The null 

hypothesis predicts that there would be no significant differences (p<0.05) 

found between any age or stage timings of reported developmental milestone 

achievements for the Asian baby cohort, when compared to the norm-

referenced sample of North American babies, as published in the ASQ test 

manuals supplied. 
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Methods 

 

Participants 

The present study recruited (n=404) self-selecting, volunteer 

infant/parent cohorts who were each enrolled in, and attended, one of four 

continuous weekly developmental ‘parent and baby’ training program classes, 

held over the course of one year, and simultaneously running in four major 

Chinese cities (Dickinson & Zheng, 2012). 

 

Instruments 

Concurrent with their attendance at training program sessions, regular 

bi-monthly use of the norm-based ASQ-II developmental assessment tool 

(Squires & Bricker, 2006) was administered according to the publisher’s Test 

User’s Manual provided, for the purpose of revealing developmental milestone 

attainment times for all research-cohort babies from 8-33 months of age. The 

test papers were made available in the English and Chinese languages (both 

Simplified & Traditional forms in the case of the latter), with verbal translators 

competent with all three scripts present, and available at all times during the test 

administrations. Each participant parent completed one ASQ-II test battery 

every time their child attained a new age-appropriate level (as made available 

for months 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 27, 30, 33, and 36, respectively), 

the information from which was normally data-base collated the same day as 

that upon which the test administration was conducted. Parents were provided 

confidential feedback within three days concerning their own babies’ 

comparative performance across the five domains of Communication, Fine 

Motor, Gross Motor, Cognition & Learning, and Social-Personal dimensions of 

development (with reference to the ASQ-II test publisher’s norm-tables as 

provided, and using the aggregate means and standard deviations as presented 

in Table 3 on p.41 of the same test manual (Squires & Bricker, 2006), in 

assessing norm versus individual baby (experimental sample) comparisons. All 

test administrators were required to attend (and pass) a multi-day course of 

instruction (with examination), which was organised and supervised by the 

study’s principal investigator. All of the research study team (including the 

current authors) remained naïve as to the identities of any given baby infant’s 

scores, and gained access to the cohort-identity-coded data-base only once the 

10 month test administration period was completed. Statistical result analyses 
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were conducted using SPSS software mounted on a portable laptop computer. 

All participants were later invited to attend one of several informal debriefing 

session held at their respective training locations after completion of the 12-

month study period, at which the principal investigator presented an overview 

of the results of the study’s findings, and invited questions or comments for 

discussion. 

 

 

Results 
 

The critical data for analysis were determined in accordance with the 

acquisition of more than 5000 ASQ test item responses as provided by the 

primary caregivers of individual babies (mostly, but not exclusively their 

mothers), and were collated over a continuous 10-12 month period of 

training program attendance, providing longitudinal indicators of each 

child’s typical performance attainment across five distinct ability domains. 

Participant drop-out rates were below 5%. This result alone, together with 

other longitudinal anecdotal data to be reported elsewhere (Dickinson & 

Zheng, 2013, in prep), provided a clear positive and affirmative answer to 

our first research question and hypothesis (a 95% completion over one year 

being all the more remarkable when considering that Q-based responses 

even for a single response test-battery indicator are usually considered 

‘reliable’ when returned at 25% target sample sizes (Curtin, Presser, & 

Singer, 2000). The ASQ test analysis of quantitative comparative results 

showed elevated scorings to be recorded for all ‘typical ability’ behaviours 

measured, across each of the five domains (Communication, Gross Motor, 

Fine Motor, Problem Solving, and Socio-Personal skills), in contrast to the 

published norms for age-matched babies from the USA (aggregate mean 

scores [corrected using receiver-operator characteristic analysis (Squires & 

Bricker, 2006, App F)] = 55.8 vs 51.4, p<0.01, representing close to a 10% 

difference between the Asian study cohort and North American baby norm 

populations, respectively). Although the mean scores for the experimental 

cohort in each of the developmental areas (and for each age range) were 

higher than the norm-indicated values (and despite the existence of a pre-

determined ceiling limit of attainment, see Table 1 for typical example 

comparisons), more surprisingly, far higher numbers of ‘Advanced’ 
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performing infants (50%+ vs 18%, p<0.001), and far fewer scoring 

consistent with ‘Delayed’ performance levels (1% vs 18%, p<0.001) [for 

each of the Asian study cohort and North American baby norm populations, 

respectively], were found to be recorded after only 8 mths of their 

developmental achievements during training program interaction.  

 

 
Table 1. Means and Standard deviations (SD) for each of 5 developmental areas: 

showing 3 different age intervals, typical of USA Norm Vs Asian study baby cohorts 

Age Interval 

(Mths) 

Developmental 

Area 

Mean Score (SD) 

USA Norm 

Mean Score 

(SD) 

Asian Cohort 

 Communication 53.5 (8.4) 56.2 (6.4) 

 Gross Motor 50.5 (13.1) 57.4 (5.3) 

8 Fine Motor 54.4 (8.8) 56.3 (6.4) 

 Problem solving 51.7 (9.7) 52.9 (7.2) 

 Socio-personal 51.3 (10.4) 54.8 (6.6) 

 Communication 49.1 (12.3) 56.4 (7.1) 

 Gross Motor 55.3 (11.5) 58.8 (4.3) 

16 Fine Motor 51.8 (10.6) 53.5 (6.9) 

 Problem solving 49.7 (11.4) 54.6 (8.4) 

 Socio-personal 48.5 (10.9) 57.3 (4.8) 

 Communication 49.5 (11.5) 58.3 (4.9) 

 Gross Motor 54.4 (9.2) 55.7 (6.2) 

24 Fine Motor 52.8 (8.2) 57.1 (5.4) 

 Problem solving 51.5 (9.3) 56.4 (6.7) 

 Socio-personal 52.4 (8.4) 56.0 (5.6) 

 

 

Looking at the data in more detail, figure 1 shows the percentage of 

babies reportedly showing delayed levels of behavioural achievement for 

their age, as determined by the test publisher’s norm tables. All ANOVA 

analyses were highly significant (p<.001) for all test comparisons conducted 

(Asian study cohort versus North American), with no significant differences 

found for any effects of city location, language of test administration, baby 

gender or respondent parent gender within the Asian study cohort sample, 

though there was a slight (but non-significant) effect of training centre 

attended (p>0.05 = ns). 
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Figure 1. Percentage babies reportedly showing Delayed levels of ability 

 

In clear contrast to the North American cohort normalised validity 

indicators for developmental delay categorisation (dot-dash line, -2SD, or 

minus two Standard Deviations from the mean), very rapid falls in the numbers 

of Asian study cohort babies identified as showing developmental delay were 

seen as they continued to attend their training sessions. Indeed, for four out of 

the five behavioural domains measured, none of the Asian study cohort babies 

were so categorized after 10 months attendance, in comparison to the 17% or so 

expected according to the North American cohort norms. 
 

 
Figure 2. Percentage babies reportedly showing Advanced levels of ability 
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Similarly for indicators of advanced development with their ‘typical 

ability’ categorisations (see figure 2, the dot-dash line this time +2SD from the 

mean), this time very rapid increases in the numbers of Asian study cohort 

babies were identified as showing advanced development profiles as they 

continued to attend their training sessions. Indeed, for three out of the five 

behavioural domains measured, more than 50% of the Asian study cohort 

babies were reportedly showing advanced levels of behaviour development, in 

comparison to the 17% or so found to be performing above this level in the 

North American baby cohort population. 

 

In case these surprisingly large differentials between Asian study cohort 

and North American ASQ attainments might be explained by our having 

pooled across ages of babies at assessment (they are collapsed across ages as 

shown in figures 1-2), figure 3 shows the same data plotted according to the 

actual ages of the babies at the time of their evaluations (rather than by their 

time in program attendance alone). 

 

 
Figure 3. Percentage babies showing Advanced or Delayed levels of ability, by real age 

 

Now controlling for absolute ages, however (independent of the time 

the parent-baby cohorts had spent in training), even stronger profiles are 

revealed when contrasting the reports of the Asian study cohort babies with 
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the American sample norms (with all ANOVA analyses showing differences 

to exist at even higher levels of significance (p<.0005). 

 

 

Discussion 

 

 

Although the ASQ test is relatively simple to administer, it remains 

nonetheless an effective indicator of both high and low levels of a wide range 

of critical developmental abilities. This non-clinical test, though frequently used 

as a pre-screening tool prior to the use of professional composite testing 

referrals, it may also be usefully employed to enhance parental involvement in 

the monitoring, early education and scaffolding of their baby’s developmental 

ability levels. Its use likewise as a tool to aid the design of specific training 

activities to optimise the growth of each individual child (once their individual 

strengths and weaknesses be identified), cannot now be underestimated. 

 

With respect to the purely professional psychometric implications of 

our findings (see also comments by Bhat, Pardeshi, Kakrani, and Pratinidh, 

2001), and in contrast to our current reliance upon the published normative 

samples of North American baby developmental achievements for individual 

child comparisons (as provided by the test publishers), our results suggest there 

to be a quite different profile of normative developmental ability to be found in 

Asia today. In particular, the current study suggests the existence of both higher, 

and faster growing ability rate measures, across a wide range of infant 

developmental performance domain indicators, at least in the case of our 

study’s (mostly) Chinese-born babies. Whether or not these be taken to indicate 

the effects of the training program attended, confirmation of such a claim 

would require a matched cohort of comparative North American babies who 

were not only age-matched, but also undergoing such training activity 

interaction as was being made available to the Asian parent-baby cohort whose 

developmental behaviours were being measured in the current study. 

 

As with the similar controversy concerned with comparative and cross-

cultural IQ score data, some researchers may wish to argue that the current 

study results may support the search for the oft sought longitudinal study of 
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gifted and talented Asian children from developing infancy (who have 

otherwise rarely involved the identification of their unusual abilities before 

reaching 12 years of age (Dickens & Flynn, 2001), the few studies that have 

been published, having sought to do so using only standardised intelligence [IQ] 

tests of different kinds (Yung & Dickinson, 2008). 

 

However, it is the current authors’ conclusion that, training effects aside, 

this study’s findings lead us to propose there to be an urgent need for the 

generation and dissemination of new Chinese/Asia-Pacific population-based 

developmental test norms, for the purposes of facilitating significant ASQ test 

interpretation, following its use in the Asian-Pacific context. Furthermore, the 

findings of the current study will also serve to better inform the cultural and 

educational expectations of professional practitioners working in the field of 

comparative psychology. Closer to home, we are also a step nearer helping to 

better inform the parents of Asian infants who may wish to evaluate their 

children’s relative (and comparative) developmental abilities, and thus 

increasing both the duration and depth of engagements they may seek and 

enjoy sharing with their own child(ren)’s early development, and/or in 

evaluating the putative effectiveness of any early infant training programs they 

may wish to attend. 
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